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Death by 1,000 cuts…

FTAs are bankrupting America’s sugar farmers without fixing global problems.
Regional and bilateral trade agreements are slowly destroying efficient U.S. sugar producers.
• As one of the most open sugar markets in the world, America imports sugar from 41 countries,
whether we need the sugar or not. In fact, America is the world’s fourth largest net sugar importer.
• But, every additional ton of foreign sugar America is forced to import because of free trade
agreements (FTAs) is one less ton that efficient U.S. farmers can grow. This depresses prices, closes
factories, leads to unemployment, and threatens America’s ability to produce sugar.
• NAFTA granted a huge chunk of America’s sugar market (250,000 tons) to Mexico, where the
government owns half the country’s sugar companies. In 2008, NAFTA allows Mexico to dump
unlimited amounts of sugar on America, threatening the North American market for both countries.
• According to government and university estimates, the pending FTA with Central America, would
cost U.S. sugar farmers $180 million a year and leave thousands of sugar workers unemployed.
Other countries are demanding similar sweetheart deals.
• Brazil, Thailand, Panama, South Africa, Colombia -- these are just a few of the 21 sugar-exporting
countries insisting on similar sugar deals with the United States. Combined, these countries export
25 million tons of sugar a year -- that’s nearly three times as much as America consumes.
Only America is trading away its sugar producers in piecemeal FTAs.
• Of the more than 200 free trade agreements negotiated around the world, only America has ever
granted substantial sugar market access to another major sugar-producing country. Mexico, Central
America, the European Union, Japan, and others refuse to trade away their domestic sugar markets.
Real reform is needed, and it can’t be achieved with FTAs.
• 75 percent of the world’s sugar is never traded on an open market because subsidies and unfair
trading practices so wildly distort the world’s sugar market. But FTAs don’t address these problems.
Multilateral negotiations at the World Trade Organization are the only way to achieve real reform.

The solution is clear…

Free trade in sugar can only be accomplished at the WTO negotiating table, not through
piecemeal trade agreements like CAFTA that threaten to eliminate U.S. sugar production.
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